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We observe that the diffusive spin current in a strongly interacting degenerate Fermi gas of 40K
precesses about the local magnetization. As predicted by Leggett and Rice, precession is observed
both in the Ramsey phase of a spin-echo sequence, and in the nonlinearity of the magnetization
decay. At unitarity, we measure a Leggett-Rice parameter γ = 1.08(9) and a bare transverse spin
diffusivity D⊥0 = 2.3(4) ~/m for a normal-state gas initialized with full polarization and at one fifth
of the Fermi temperature, where m is the atomic mass. One might expect γ = 0 at unitarity, where
two-body scattering is purely dissipative. We observe γ → 0 as temperature is increased towards
the Fermi temperature, consistent with calculations that show the degenerate Fermi sea restores a
non-zero γ. Tuning the scattering length a, we find that a sign change in γ occurs in the range
0 < (kF a)−1 . 1.3, where kF is the Fermi momentum. We discuss how γ reveals the effective
interaction strength of the gas, such that the sign change in γ indicates a switching of branch,
between a repulsive and an attractive Fermi gas.

Transport properties of unitary Fermi gases have been
studied extensively in the past few years. Due to strong
inter-particle interactions at unitarity, various transport
coefficients like viscosity and spin diffusivity are bounded
[1–3] by a conjectured quantum minimum [4–6], in three
dimensions. On the other hand, transport in two-
dimensional unitary Fermi gases shows anomalous be-
havior, apparently violating a quantum limit [7]. This
remains to be understood.

In the case of spin diffusion, experiments so far [2, 3, 7]
have been interpreted with a spin current proportional
to the magnetization gradient, Jj = −D∇jM , where D
is the diffusion constant [8], and M = 〈Mx,My,Mz〉 is
the local magnetization. Bold letters indicate vectors in
Bloch space and the subscript j ∈ {1, 2, 3} denotes spa-
tial direction. In general, Jj has both a longitudinal com-

ponent J
‖
j ‖ M and a transverse component J⊥j ⊥ M .

Longitudinal spin currents are purely dissipative, and the
standard diffusion equation applies [5, 6, 9, 10]. However,
as Leggett and Rice pointed out [11], the transverse spin
current follows

J⊥j = −D⊥eff∇jM − γM ×D⊥eff∇jM , (1)

where D⊥eff = D⊥0 /(1 + γ2M2) is the effective transverse
diffusivity and γ is the Leggett-Rice (LR) parameter [12]
(see Fig. 1a). Physically, the second term describes a
reactive component of the spin current that precesses
around the local magnetization. This precession has been
observed in weakly interacting Fermi gases [7, 13, 14]
and is a manifestation of the so-called identical spin-
rotation effect [15], which is intimately related to the
LR effect [16]. In a unitary Fermi gas, however, neither
the existence of the LR effect nor the value of γ has been
measured. In this Letter, we provide the first evidence for
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FIG. 1. The Leggett-Rice effect. (a) In a transverse spin
spiral along xj , the gradient ∇jM ⊥M drives a spin current
Jj ⊥ M , as described by Eq. (1). For γ 6= 0, Jj is rotated
around M by arctan(γ) compared to (Jj)γ=0. In a spin-echo
experiment, this causes both a slower decay of amplitude,
A = |Mx+iMy| shown in (b), as well as an accumulated phase,
φ = − arg(iMx−My) shown in (c). The case of θ = 5π/6 and
full initial polarization is plotted. Dashed lines in (b) and (c)
show γ = 0, and gray lines show steps of 0.2 up to γ = ±1.

LR effects in a unitary Fermi gas, and measure γ using
a spin-echo technique.

Our experiments are carried out in a trapped cloud
of 40K atoms using the two lowest-energy Zeeman states
|± z〉 of the electronic ground-state manifold [17]. Inter-
actions between these states are tuned by the Feshbach
resonance [21] at 202.1 G. We start with a completely
spin-polarized sample in the lowest-energy state |− z〉.
This large initial polarization enhances the LR effect,
since γ appears as a product with M in the equations of
motion. Polarization also suppresses the critical temper-
ature of superfluidity [22, 23] to below the temperature
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range explored here.
We probe magnetization dynamics using a series of

radio-frequency (rf) pulses. At time t = 0, a resonant
pulse with area θ creates a superposition of |−z〉 and |+z〉,
in which Mz = − cos(θ) and Mxy ≡Mx+ iMy = i sin(θ).
During time evolution, a controlled magnetic-field gra-
dient B′ = 17.0(7) G/cm oriented along the x3 spatial
direction leads to a variation of the phase of the super-
position, twisting the xy-magnetization Mxy into a spi-
ral. After a spin-refocusing pulse (πx) at time tπ, the
spiral untwists, and all spins realign at the echo time
te = 2tπ. A readout π/2 pulse with variable phase
lag closes an internal-state interferometer, which is ob-
served using time-of-flight imaging after Stern-Gerlach
state separation [17]. The contrast and phase of inter-
ference fringes measure the trap-averaged values of both
the amplitude A = |Mxy| and phase φ = − arg(iMxy) of
the xy-magnetization at the echo time.

In such an echo experiment, Mz is manipulated only
by rf pulses, and is otherwise conserved globally and even
locally in a uniform system. However the gradient of Mxy

initializes irreversible spin currents that cause the trans-
verse magnetization to decay. The resulting dynamics
are described by [11]

∂tMxy = −iαx3Mxy +D⊥eff(1 + iγMz)∇2
3Mxy (2)

where α = B′∆µ/~, and ∆µ is the difference in magnetic
moment between |+z〉 and |−z〉.

If γ = 0, the solution of Eq. (2) is A(te) =
A0 exp (−D⊥0 α2t3e/12) [8]. For γ 6= 0, but for small A0 or
short times, A(te) decays with the same functional form
but with D⊥0 replaced by D⊥eff < D⊥0 . At longer times,
however, the magnetization loss can differ significantly
from this simple form. The full solution to Eq. (2) is
given by

A(te) = A0

√
1

η
W
(
η exp

[
η − D⊥0 α

2t3e
6(1 + γ2M2

z )

])
, (3)

φ(te) = γMz ln

(
A(te)

A0

)
, (4)

where η = γ2A2
0/(1+γ2M2

z ) andW(z) is the Lambert-W
function. Figure 1(b,c) shows typical plots of Eqs. (3)
and (4) for a variety of γ. The LR effect is seen in
both amplitude and phase dynamics. However, A(te)
alone is an ambiguous signature. For example, a similar
shape of A(te) could result from a magnetization depen-
dence of D⊥0 , as is predicted to occur below the so-called
anisotropy temperature due to restrictions of collisional
phase space [9, 24]. The evolution of φ(te) and its rela-
tion to A(te), on the other hand, are unique features of
the LR effect that are sensitive to the signs of γ and Mz.

Figure 2a shows the measured A(te) and φ(te) at uni-
tarity and initial temperature (T/TF )i ' 0.2, for three
initial-pulse areas, where TF is the Fermi temperature.
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FIG. 2. (a) Amplitude A and phase φ (inset) of the xy
magnetization measured at unitarity for (T/TF )i ' 0.2 and
with Mz = 0.00(5) (black circles), Mz = 0.74(2) (blue) and
Mz = −0.54(3) (red). All data is taken at a spin-echo time.
Error bars represent uncertainties from the fit to a full inter-
ferometric fringe. (b) Plot of φ(te) vs. Mz ln [A(te)/A0] for
the two cases where Mz 6= 0. The solid line is a linear fit to
both data sets that is used to extract γ. Error bars represent
combined uncertainties from fit and extrapolation. The solid
lines in (a) represent fits with Eq. (3) using the value of γ
obtained by the analysis presented in (b).

We test for the LR effect by plotting φ(te) as a function
of Mz ln[A(te)/A0] (see Fig. 2b), where A0 is obtained by
extrapolating A(te) to te = 0 and full initial polarization
is assumed, i.e. M2

z +A2
0 = 1. We determine γ from a lin-

ear fit to the data plotted as in Fig. 2b, following Eq. (4).
Fixing γ, diffusivity is determined from a subsequent fit
of Eq. (3) to A(te) (lines in Fig. 2a). From this analysis,
we obtain γ = 1.08(9) and D⊥0 = 2.3(4) ~/m at unitarity.
These best-fit transport coefficients should be regarded
as an average over the trapped ensemble, and over the
full range of magnetization. Furthermore, during the spin
diffusion process, temperature rises due to demagnetiza-
tion [3, 25]. Full demagnetization at unitarity increases
T/TF from 0.2 to about 0.4, but the temperature rises
less for smaller pulse angles and for weaker interactions.

At low temperature, Landau Fermi liquid (LFL) the-
ory [26] provides a microscopic interpretation of these
transport parameters: D⊥0 = 2χ0τ⊥εF /(3m∗χ), where
τ⊥ is the transport lifetime, εF = (~kF )2/2m is the local
Fermi energy of an ideal gas, χ is the magnetic suscepti-
bility and χ0 is its ideal-gas value, and m∗ is the effective
mass. The LR parameter is γ = −(4χ0/3χ)(τ⊥εF /~)λ,
with λ ≡ −~γ/(2m∗D⊥0 ) a dimensionless coefficient. The
thermodynamic response of the system is parameterized
by LFL parameters F a,s0,1 : m∗ = m(1 + F s1 /3), χm/m∗ =

χ0/(1+F a0 ), and λ = (1+F a0 )−1− (1+F a1 /3)−1 [11, 26].
However, τ⊥ is accessible only by transport measure-
ments. If we use the D⊥0 at our lowest probed tempera-
ture, with χ/χ0 = 0.73 and m∗/m = 1.13 from a thermo-
dynamic measurement [27], we estimate τ⊥ ≈ 2.5~/εF .
Since LFL theory assumes τ⊥ � ~/εF , the transport life-
time we find is at or near the lower self-consistent bound
for a quasiparticle treatment [28].

Notice that λ has two contributions: F a0 , correspond-
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FIG. 3. Spin transport at unitarity. (a) The measured LR
parameter γ, (b) diffusivity D⊥0 , and (c) the ratio λ0 =
−~γ/(2mD⊥0 ) are shown versus the initial reduced temper-
ature (T/TF )i. Solid points are each from a phase-sensitive
measurement as shown in Fig. 2. Horizontal and vertical error
bars represent statistical and fit uncertainties. For these data,
N ranges from 50(5)× 103 at low temperature to 18(4)× 103

at high temperature. Open circles are results from a fit of
Eq. (3) to θ ' π/2 data such as the black circles in Fig. 2a,
and also to data from Ref. 3. Here, we fix Mz and vary γ
(chosen a posteriori to be nonnegative) and D⊥0 . Although
the two methods provide similar values on average, the phase-
sensitive measurements provide reduced scatter for γ . 0.5,
and are sensitive to the sign of γ. Solid lines show a kinetic
theory calculation in the limit of large imbalance, and using
the local reduced temperature at peak density [17].

ing to the effective magnetic field produced by local mag-
netization, and F a1 , corresponding to a spin vector po-
tential created by a local spin current. The latter has no
analogue for weakly interacting fermions. A spin-echo ex-
periment such as ours can constrain F a1 , if all other LFL
parameters are known. We find λ ≈ −0.2 at unitarity,
smaller in magnitude than 2.1 ≤ λ ≤ 2.7 in liquid 3He
[29]. Combined with F a0 = 1.1(1) from thermodynamic
measurements [27], this implies F a1 ≈ 0.5 for a unitary
Fermi gas. Repeating our measurements at smaller mag-
netization and lower temperature would provide a test of
LFL theory for a unitary gas. For instance, our estimated
value of F a1 is near the upper limit to be consistent with
F s1 = 0.4(1) determined from m∗ in a balanced gas [27],
since LFL theory requires F a1 < F s1 [30].

Figures 3 and 4 show how spin transport depends on
temperature and interaction strength. We reinterpret our
earlier work [3] to have observed the effective diffusiv-
ity D⊥eff ; whereas here we find both γ and the bare D⊥0 .
Within the range of parameters explored, D⊥0 is still con-
sistent with the conjectured limit [4–6].
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FIG. 4. Effect of interaction strength on spin transport.
(a) LR parameter γ, (b) D⊥0 , and (c) λ0 as a function of
(kF a)−1. The error bars represent fit uncertainties. For these
data, (T/TF )i = 0.18(4) and N = 40(10)× 103, where uncer-
tainty is due to number variation between runs. In the range
0 < (kF a)−1 . 1.3 (indicated in grey) both free atoms and
Feshbach dimers are present, as discussed in the text and in
Fig. 5. Solid lines show a kinetic theory calculation [17] at
(T/TF )i = 0.20; the dotted line in (c) shows the weakly inter-
acting limit λ0 = [π/(2kF a)− 1]−1 for a balanced T = 0 gas
[16]. The inset to (c) shows λ−1

0 , and includes a calculation
using the momentum averaged upper branch T-matrix (solid

line) as well as λ−1
0 = (4εF /3n)T −1(~0, 0). The sign change of

λ0 at 0.4 ≤ (kF a)−1 ≤ 1 is a robust feature of theory, and is
consistent with our data.

We compare our data to a kinetic theory [17, 24] in
which collisions are described in terms of the many-body
T-matrix T (~q, ω), which gives the low-energy effective in-
teraction between fermions near the Fermi surface, whose
center-of-mass momentum and energy are ~~q and ~ω, re-
spectively [17]. Kinetic theory relates γ to a momentum
average of T [9, 17, 24]; this result is shown in Figs. 3 and
4. At low temperatures, T is peaked about ~q = 0, ω = 0,
and γ is well approximated by γ = −Re T (~0, 0)τ⊥n/~,
where n is number density [9]. We use this to inter-
pret some of our results in what follows. A simple
interpretation of the T is given by its weakly inter-
acting limit in vacuum, T → −(4π~2/m)f(k), where
f(k) = −1/(a−1 + ik) is the s-wave scattering amplitude,
a is the s-wave scattering length, and k is the relative
wave vector of two colliding fermions. More generally,
the sign of Re T reveals whether dressed interactions in
the gas are attractive or repulsive [17].

The conceptual simplicity of λ is that the ratio −γ/D⊥0
eliminates τ⊥, leaving a quantity proportional to Re T .
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However, m∗ is not known for the full range of polar-
izations, temperatures, and interaction strengths probed
here. We report instead λ0 ≡ −~γ/(2mD⊥0 ) ∝ Re T (~0, 0)
with the bare mass [31]. The pair D⊥0 and λ0 encapsulate
the dissipative and reactive effects of scattering.

At unitarity, we observe that λ0 depends sensitively
on (T/TF )i and approaches zero at high temperatures
(Fig. 3c). This is in contrast to the temperature insensi-
tivity of spin-wave behavior in a weakly interacting Fermi
gas [13]. At high temperatures, T reduces to the two-
body scattering amplitude mentioned above, which is
purely imaginary at unitarity. As a result, λ0 approaches
zero. At low temperature, however, the degenerate Fermi
sea restores a non-zero Re T and hence λ0.

For all interaction strengths in Fig. 4, data are an-
alyzed as described above for unitarity. However, the
validity of our hydrodynamic model likely breaks down
at weaker interactions. We estimate that the mean free
path ` ≈ 3D0/kF at peak density changes from 300 nm
at (kFa)−1 ≈ 0 to 3µm at |kFa|−1 = 2. This ap-
proaches both the pitch of the spin-spiral, 1/αt ≈ 4µm
at te ∼ 1 ms, and the Thomas-Fermi radius of the cloud,
5µm, along the x3 direction. Thus we expect the data
analysis based on Eq. (1) to be most accurate in the
strongly interacting regime.

Figure 4a shows an approximately linear change in γ
across −1 ≤ (kFa)−1 ≤ 3. This agrees only qualitatively
with our kinetic calculation (solid line). However the
calculation is for full and constant polarization, and does
not encompass the dynamic temperature, nor the inho-
mogeneous density of the cloud. A second salient feature
of the data is the minimum in D⊥0 near the scattering
resonance, which is reminiscent of behavior seen in other
transport parameters [2, 7, 32]. Strong collisions impede
the transport of spin. As with γ, the best-fit D⊥0 satu-
rates at larger |kFa|−1, perhaps due to finite-size effects
that remain to be understood.

The LR effect changes sign in the range 0 < (kFa)−1 .
1.3 (see Figs. 4a,c). This indicates that the effective in-
teraction between fermions changes sign as one tunes the
system across the Feshbach resonance [17]. Such a sign
change is only possible if the system switches from the
“upper branch” of the energy spectrum near the Fes-
hbach resonance [33–36] to the lower branch, in which
interactions are attractive.

The sign change of ReT (~0, 0) has been previously dis-
cussed [37, 38] in the context of an upper-branch instabil-
ity, in which atoms decay to form bound pairs in the lower
branch [39–41]. To search for dimers that would be pro-
duced by the pairing instability, we use a combination of
magneto-association and spin-flip spectroscopy (Fig. 5).
We observe that for 0 < (kFa)−1 . 1.3, the same range
of (kFa)−1 where γ changes sign, there are weakly-bound
Feshbach dimers, even though a > 0 for the entire exper-
imental sequence. We shade this range in Fig. 4, to flag
the simultaneous presence of upper- and lower-branch
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FIG. 5. Presence of dimers above the Feshbach resonance. At
the indicated initial (kF a)−1, a superposition is created with
θ = π/2 and held for 3 ms. The field is then swept to 200.0 G
in 5 ms, which magneto-associates some lower-branch pairs
into dimers with a binding energy of h× 200 kHz. Dimers are
identified with their rf dissociation spectrum, using an 80-µs
pulse near the 46.85 MHz spin-flip resonance from the |+z〉
state to a previously unoccupied Zeeman state [42]. Each plot
shows the transfer rate versus rf frequency. For traces (a), (b),
and (c), there is a clearly identified molecular feature above
47.0 MHz (spectral weight shaded in orange). However for
traces (d), (e), and (f), the spectral weight above 47.0 MHz
is insensitive to field, and consistent with the noise of the
measurement.

atoms. No clear evidence of Feshbach dimers appears
at (kFa)−1 ≥ 1.3, however more deeply bound dimers
would not appear in our detection method [40].

In summary, we have observed an unambiguous signa-
ture of the Leggett-Rice effect in a strongly interacting
Fermi gas. In the limit of zero temperature, γ and D⊥0 are
scale-invariant universal transport parameters of the uni-
tary Fermi gas. The value of D⊥0 reveals the strength of
dissipative scattering in the gas. It is near the proposed
quantum limit, such that the inferred value of τ⊥ is com-
parable to the “Planck time” ~/εF [43]. This raises the
possibility that incoherent transport may play a role, i.e.,
that a quasiparticle-based picture may be incomplete.

The Leggett-Rice effect reveals the reactive compo-
nent of scattering between fermions of unlike spin. The
nonzero value of γ tells us that spin waves in a uni-
tary Fermi gas are dispersive [44], or in other words,
that the gas has a spin stiffness in the long-wavelength
limit [45, 46]. Spin stiffness is an essential ingredient of
ground-state magnetic textures [47]. Even though mag-
netic ordering does not occur in the conditions of our
experiments, this same energetic term is clearly observed
with our interferometric measurement.
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